
Helps



Health systems and hospitals are constantly 

looking for new ways to increase efficiencies 

and remove friction from their operations. 

Olive Helps users do just that. Through a 

lightweight desktop application, Olive Helps 

sense what a user needs, before whispering 

the right information at the right time through 

a Cybernetic Loop. These Loops are 

analogous to applications in an app store and 

are available through the Olive Loop Library. 


By providing health employees with the right 

tools to carry out their everyday work, Olive 

Helps combat employee burnout and 

improve worker job satisfaction. In turn, 

empowering healthcare organizations to 

meet the Quadruple Aim of healthcare. 


Olive Helps enhance the ROI of the human 

workforce by equipping humans with real 

time intelligence that improves their 

efficiency, reduces friction from their 

workflows, and increases the accuracy of the 

work being done. It also provides the simplest 

path to self-reliance for health systems and 

hospitals. Using the Olive Helps Loop 

Development Kit, healthcare organizations 

can create their own Loops to be used 

internally or commercialized externally for 

added sources of income.


Get the right 
information, right when 
you need it



The Olive Loop Library gives health systems 

and hospitals access to the pooled 

intelligence of the healthcare community. It’s 

designed to give users access to a diverse set 

of Loops across varied functions, eliminating 

the divide between healthcare work and the 

industry’s growing wisdom. 


Find loops that 
empower human 
workers, right in the 
loop library





Olive Helps deliver real-time intelligence to minimize human error, mitigate risk and enhance 

patient safety.



Olive Helps power healthcare workers’ day-to-day tasks, improving the speed, quality and 

impact of their work.



The Olive Helps platform works hand-in-hand with healthcare workers to supercharge human 

capacity and impact.



Olive Helps is an AI-powered sidekick that surfaces real-time information to improve the 

decisions and actions of human workers.


Key product features and differentiators 



Reduces human errors


Improves efficiency


Increases human ROI


Improves decision-making	


Olive Helps check for relevant intelligence


She watches the work 
being done

She then Whispers key 
intelligence to human 

workers

To learn more about Olive Helps, visit olivehelps.com





